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MITLITE/THEA FOSS

Launched 1933
Built by Foss Tug and Launch, Tacoma
Designed by G.E. Nyman
LOA 58 feet
Beam 13 feet 10 inches
Draft maximum 6 feet
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MITLITE HISTORY (Revised 9/27/2013)
Launched in 1933, 58 foot long MITLITE is the original THEA FOSS. In late 1931, with a view of owner
Henry Foss to hold Foss workmen on the job as much as possible during the depression, work was begun on
the only yacht listed on the Foss History web site to be built by the Foss Tug and Launch Company works at
Tacoma. When other work was a bit slack, work on THEA was resumed, thus assisting the owner in keeping
the company’s well organized crew employed. Her lines were drawn by G.E. Nyman of Tacoma and her
construction was under the supervision of Linas Berg. Hollow Tobin bronze wing shaped rudder and stream-line
designed air-driven winch as well as all outer gear were cast by Tacoma Brass Company and finished by Fred
Dravis of Hicks and Bull Company, Tacoma. All are still with the boat and functioning well.
MITLITE (THEA FOSS) was originally powered with a 66hp Washington full Diesel and she was also equipped
with an Atlas Imperial lighting outfit with a belt driven Westinghouse 32 volt generator on the main engine.
She was later repowered with a 4 cylinder Enterprise diesel of which pictures still exist (see attached), and
finally repowered in1964 with a WWII Navy surplus General Motors 6-71 Detroit diesel; still running like a
fine watch. The Atlas lighting and Westinghouse generator system was replaced by a 7.5 diesel Onan generator.
Her original paint was by Murphy Brothers and Fuller company materials were used to a great extent. In 1986
MITLITE was given a boot stripe of original Foss Green. (See attached article in Foss Maritime TWO BITTS,
Oct. 1986.)
Ownership History:
MITLITE (THEA FOSS) was built for Henry Foss and named in honor of his mother. During this time Henry
was a member of the Viking Yacht Club and a Tacoma civic leader and the vessel became the official Tacoma
Christmas Ship. Henry also occasionally pressed MITLITE (THEA FOSS) into commercial use. Brad Bradford
met one of her former captains who piloted her during the construction of the Grays Harbor breakwater, “where
the vessel was used as a tender for the Foss fleet working on the breakwater.” Brad also met another “very old
gentleman claiming to have sailed on one of the last lumber schooners sailing from Tacoma and Puget Sound
during the late 30’s. He said each time they called for a Foss Tug to bring them in from the straits, the THEA
FOSS would be sent to tow them into Tacoma.” Brad also met another gentleman who was in command of her
at the Bremerton Navy Yard During WWII.
During the Second World War MITLITE (THEA FOSS) was taken by the Navy for use as a barrage balloon
tender with the designation J2036.
At War’s end, J2036 was returned to Foss, but there were a lot of very fine vessels available as they came out of
service and in 1948 Foss acquired the boat formerly known as INFANTA, originally built for John Barrymore.
For the better part of two years there were two THEA FOSS vessels and when Henry was asked which he
wanted readied for an outing he would refer to the original THEA as “My Little One” (As in the little Thea
Foss) so that her name was eventually changed to MITLITE, which means “my little one” in Norwegian, and
is the name she retains to this day. MITLITE is also a universal word in local tribal dialects meaning GOOD
FELLOWSHIP and preferred by Brad Bradford. Her original prop and deck fittings still retain her original
THEA FOSS markings.
Ownership transferred in 1950 to one of Henry Foss’s attorneys, Mr. Metzger, who officially changed the name
to MITLITE. Metzger kept MITLITE moored in a boathouse in Gig Harbor until he passed away.
In 1958 Mr. Sid Tozier of Port Angeles purchased MITLITE and her boathouse, which he towed with MITLITE
from Gig Harbor to Port Angeles in one day; in January. Brad said, “Obviously the boat house must have been
as sturdily built as MITLITE.” Brad also reported that Tozier made annual trips to Southeastern Alaska, as well
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as numerous trips to the west coast of Vancouver Island.
Brad and Lena Bradford acquired MITLITE in 1972, after a three year search and became long time members
of the Classic Yacht Association (Member 211 among the first PNW members). Brad said that, “It was LOVE at
first sight,” for him. “For Lena, it took a little longer! In the end LOVE triumphed over all!” Brad wrote in his
history, “On July 1, 1973 we moved aboard and have lived happily everafter.” The Viking Yacht club adopted
MITLITE once again as their official Christmas Ship, a designation that lasted for another decade. Brad was
instrumental in supporting the development of the oldest continuous rendezvous hosted by the PNW fleet of
the CYA, the Pumpkin Cruise. In the 1980s, Blake Island was a great place to hold the event but one had to get
there early and grab a lot of space. Brad would bring MITLITE in early and tie her up across as much territory
of dock as possible. He would also bring all the wood for the fire pit and make sure there was plenty of Hot
Buttered Rum available for all. Brad and Lena lived aboard MITLITE on the Foss Waterway directly in front of
the old Train Station for many of their years of ownership.
William (Bill) Schlink acquired MITLITE in July of 1995 from Brad Bradford and for several years used her
as a form of transportation between Anacortes and their position taking care of Vendovi Island, living aboard
her when ever the family that owned Vendovi came to visit the island. When Vendovi Island was sold to the
Island Trust, Bill was delighted to accept the head job at Blakeley Island and MITLITE was actually undercover
for a couple of years. Not needing the MITLITE any more, neither as a part time home nor as transportation to
paradise (they were already there) they decided to pass on the care of MITLITE to another.
Dorin Ellis, son of long time Classic Yacht Association members, David and Heather Ellis, stepped forward
and accepted the challenge. No stranger to classic yachting, Dorin had grown up cruising on PATAMAR,
SPINDRIFT, and FOREVERMORE. On Saturday June 22, 2013 Dorin, along with parents David and Heather
were delivered to Blakeley Island by John and Ellen Murphey via TENDER TO STURDY GAL. Bill narrated
MITLITE’S systems for Dorin then both joined Bills wife, Susan, David and Heather to ready the classic for
departure on Sunday late afternoon, June 23, 2013. Heather returned to the mainland via TENDER TO STURDY
GAL while Dorin and his dad, David, cruised south by way of the LaConner slew to Oak Harbor where they
spend Sunday evening. Departing early Monday morning, June 24, 2013, in a fog that necessitated MITLITE’S
dependable radar, the cruise south to Seattle was smooth and beautiful once the fog had lifted. Shortly after
noon, Dorin had navigated his first locking under the watchful welcoming eyes of Gary and Cheryl Madsen
(BIG DIPPER) making landfall at the Ballard Docks where they were greeted by Steve Moen (ORBA), Jim
Paynton (MARANEE), and David Walker (SCAUP). After a fine Ballard lunch in town, Dorin’s first voyage
aboard MITLITE continued through the ship canal and into Lake Washington, then north up the lake toward
Kenmore and Harbor Village Marina where MITLITE was again greeted by Gary and Cheryl Madsen, this time
speeding around MITLITE in a Chris Craft Runabout they have enjoyed for forty years but never named.
MITLITE was hauled a few weeks later on the elevator lift at Larrson’s Marine where the hull was tapped and
determined to be in fine condition. Larrson’s Gordy repaired some minor stem damage, replaced a piece of the
anchor palate that was missing, cleaned and painted the bottom, and replaced the zincs. Steve Moen (ORBA),
Dorin Robinson (CLE ILLAHEE; also Dorin Ellis’s namesake) and David Ellis (FOREVERMORE and dad)
joined Dorin Ellis for the return cruise to Kenmore’s Harbor Village Marina where Dorin is Harbormaster.
There is some discussion as to changing her name back to the original, or perhaps THEA FOSS I. As it stands;
however, we simply enjoy telling the story.
*Quoted material is from Brad Bradford’s typed history of MITLITE which he submitted to the Classic Yacht
Association upon his application.
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(TOW BITTS Oct. 1986)
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MITLITE 4 Cylinder
Enterprise, replaced in
1964 under the ownership of Sid Tozier of
Port Angeles who had
these photos taken. The
photos came to Brad
Bradford along with the
classic when he acquired it, and have been
passed along through
Bill Schlink to Dorin
Ellis who now posesses
the original photos.
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Bill and Dave Ellis

Bill in the galley

House with original hardware

Tobin Bronze Air Driven Windlass

WWII GMC 6-71 installed 1964

Original Controls
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A New Skipper’s First MITLITE Voyage:

Clockwise from top left: New Skipper, Dorin Ellis; Stern
view at Harbour Village Guest Dock; Bow view at Guest
Dock; Galley Dining area looking aft; Galley dining area
looking forward; MITLITE Engine Room.
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First Voyage Continued:

Clockwise from top: Aft Double Double Stateroom; Main Saloon with Helm; Saloon looking
aft; Underway from Blakley Island; Skipper’s first
MITLITE locking in small locks.
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